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Abstract
As single-task accuracy on individual language and
image tasks has improved substantially in the last
few years, the long-term goal of a generally skilled
agent that can both see and talk becomes more fea-
sible to explore. In this work, we focus on lever-
aging individual language and image tasks, along
with resources that incorporate both vision and lan-
guage towards that objective. We design an archi-
tecture that combines state-of-the-art Transformer
and ResNeXt modules fed into a novel attentive
multimodal module to produce a combined model
trained on many tasks. We provide a thorough anal-
ysis of the components of the model, and transfer
performance when training on one, some, or all of
the tasks. Our final models provide a single system
that obtains good results on all vision and language
tasks considered, and improves the state of the art
in image-grounded conversational applications.
1 Introduction
A picture may be worth a thousand words, but combining
pictures and words is even better. There are many ways to
marry vision and language: an image can be a great conversa-
tion starter, or discussion point; text accompanying an image
can be a mere descriptive caption, or some witty commen-
tary. Humans can seamlessly blend these skills and use them
for interaction, depending on the given setting and need.
In order to probe this range of skills, a large set of image-
and-text tasks have been devised by researchers, covering
image captioning [Young et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015;
Shuster et al., 2019a], visual question answering [Goyal et
al., 2017; Das et al., 2017], and dialogue based on an im-
age [Mostafazadeh et al., 2017; Shuster et al., 2018]. Re-
cent years have seen tremendous progress in both vision [He
et al., 2016; Girshick et al., 2018; Mahajan et al., 2018]
and language [Vaswani et al., 2017a; Radford et al., 2019;
Devlin et al., 2019] applications, and in all these individual
tasks [Goyal et al., 2017; Shuster et al., 2018; Shuster et al.,
2019a] as well, so the time is ripe for exploring the possibility
of a multi-tasking agent that would do well on all of them.
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In this work, we design an architecture that leverages ex-
isting state-of-the-art vision and language modules, and com-
bines them with a novel attentive multimodal combiner mod-
ule. The module can learn when and how to attend between
the two modalities, depending on the particular inputs, and
improves over a standard attention mechanism. Our work
also provides a detailed analysis of what works and what does
not. We perform multiple ablation experiments to compare
what types of architectures, training objectives, and optimiza-
tion strategies work best for what tasks, or for achieving the
most balanced performance across the board. We thus obtain
models that improve the state of the art over several individ-
ual image-grounded conversational tasks, and a single system
that is capable of doing well on all the image-grounded lan-
guage tasks we consider.
2 Tasks
We first detail separate language and vision tasks that are con-
sidered from prior work, and then describe the combined vi-
sion and language tasks we consider for training an entire
architecture for building an image-grounded conversational
agent. A summary of these tasks is also provided in Table 1.
2.1 Language-based
Large-scale text corpora are commonly used to pre-train text
encoders; we use these methods that have been developed
in prior work. In particular we first consider BERT-based
representations [Devlin et al., 2019] from [Humeau et al.,
2019], which use 150 million (context, response) pairs ex-
tracted from Wikipedia and Toronto Books. To make use of
data potentially more related to dialogue and of a more col-
loquial nature, we also use pre-training based on pushshift.io
Reddit [Mazare´ et al., 2018; Humeau et al., 2019], consisting
of 174 million (context, response) pairs.
2.2 Vision-based
Similarly, large-scale image datasets are commonly used to
pre-train image encoders, in particular ImageNet [Deng et al.,
2009] (1.28 million images), Instagram images [Mahajan et
al., 2018] (3.5 billion images), and the Visual Genome (108k
Images with 2.8 Million attributes) [Krishna et al., 2017].
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Modalities Task Train Valid Test # Cands# Images # Utterances # Images # Utterances # Images # Utterances
Language Wiki. + Tor. Books - 150m - - - - -pushshift.io Reddit - 174m - - - - -
Vision
ImageNet 1.28m - - - - - -
Instagram 3.5b - - - - - -
Visual Genome 108,077 - - - - - -
Vision
COCO 82,783 414,113 5,000 25,000 5,000 25,000 5,000
Flickr30k 29,000 145,000 1014 5,070 1,000 5,000 1,000
Personality-Captions 186,858 186,858 5,000 5,000 10,000 50,000 500
+ Image-Chat 186,782 355,862 5,000 15,000 9,997 29,991 100
Language
Image-Chat QA 19,702 19,702 1,129 1,129 2,224 2,224 100
IGC - - 1,613 4,839 2,591 7,773 100
VQA 82,783 443,757 40,504 214,354 81,834 447,793 3,129
Table 1: Dataset statistics for all relevant datasets. During evaluation, gold responses are scored against other candidates (#Cands).
2.3 Vision + Language
In the combined tasks we consider, images and language are
possible inputs, and the output is a text response from the
agent. The goal is that the tasks, when multi-tasked, can teach
an agent how to respond appropriately in different situations
using different skills.
COCO Captions The COCO Captions dataset [Chen et al.,
2015] requires that a model, given an image, predicts a cap-
tion that factually summarizes the scene, for example “a large
bus sitting next to a very tall building”. In the dataset used for
the 2015 challenge, there are about 83k training images and
414k captions, as images are captioned multiple times, and a
large validation set of about 40k images. Some works have
merged some or all images from that validation set into the
training set (we indicate this with an asterisk in Table 9). In
this work, we only train on the 83k images of the original
train set, to avoid training on images that also appear in the
VQA validation set, and use the validation and test sets of 5k
images each from [Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2017].
Flickr30k Flickr30k [Young et al., 2014] is also a caption-
ing dataset with factual summaries, although it is smaller with
29k training images and 145k captions.
Personality Captions (PC) In contrast to the previous two
datasets, Personality Captions [Shuster et al., 2019a] attempts
to model human style when people speak about images.
While the training set also consists of (image, response) pairs,
each one also has a given style label out of 215 possible styles,
such as “Sympathetic”, “Optimistic” or “Dramatic”. The cap-
tions authored by humans then tend to be less factual in tone,
and rather than simply stating what is in the image they are
more conversational, e.g. “This sandwich looks so delicious!
My goodness!”. It consists of about 187k training images,
with one caption each.
Image Chat (IC) Image Chat [Shuster et al., 2018] is an
extension of the Personality Captions dataset to full dialogue.
It also uses the same 215 style traits and images as input,
but human-human conversations have been collected based
on the images and traits instead, with each speaker pair in a
given chat being assigned a possibly different random trait.
The training set consists of the same 187k images with 356k
total conversation turns.
Image Chat QA (ICQA) Image Chat QA is the extraction
of all the question-answer pairs that appear in the Image Chat
dataset, to evaluate performance in answering such conver-
sational image-grounded questions. The questions have been
extracted heuristically, by assuming a question contains a ?
or starts with who, what, when, where, why or how. This ex-
tracts about 20k such training questions.
Image-Grounded Conversations (IGCQ and IGCQA)
Image-Grounded Conversations (IGC) [Mostafazadeh et al.,
2017] is also a conversational dataset between pairs of hu-
mans given an image. It does not contain a training set, but
only validation and test portions. The conversations are three
turns each, in the format of (context, question, response) tu-
ples. We refer to the task of forming a question given the
context as IGCQ, and the task of responding to the question
as IGCQA.
VQA Visual QA [Goyal et al., 2017] is a task involving
open-ended questions about images which require an under-
standing of vision, language, and commonsense knowledge
to answer, such as “where is the child sitting?”’ or “who is
wearing the glasses?”. It contains 83k training images and
444k QA pairs. Note this line of work has also been extended
to multiple questions in sequence [Das et al., 2017] but we do
not consider that task here.
3 Related Work
Separately in the NLP field, and in the vision field, large ad-
vancements have been recently made in terms of the quality
of learnt representations.
In NLP, word embedding representations [Bengio et al.,
2003; Collobert and Weston, 2008; Mikolov et al., 2013;
Joulin et al., 2017] have given way to multi-sentence, multi-
layer, self-attentive representations through Transformers,
with pre-training on large corpora such as Wikipedia and
Toronto books [Vaswani et al., 2017a; Radford et al., 2018;
Devlin et al., 2019; Bakhtin et al., 2019; Radford et al.,
2019]. In dialogue, it has been shown that pre-training on ut-
terances from large-scale conversational corpora such as from
pushshift.io Reddit improves over large pre-training over re-
sources like Wikipedia because they are more related to the
task [Mazare´ et al., 2018; Humeau et al., 2019; Shuster et al.,
2019b]. When training on downstream tasks, multi-tasking
language tasks is also starting to become a more explored
area [Collobert and Weston, 2008; McCann et al., 2018;
Raffel et al., 2019].
In vision, conventional convolutional neural networks [Le-
Cun et al., 1990; Krizhevsky et al., 2012] have been upgraded
and improved by deeper ResNet architectures that incorporate
skip connections [He et al., 2016], trained through ImageNet
[Deng et al., 2009]. On tasks such as VQA which explic-
itly ask questions about object properties, Faster R-CNN fea-
tures [Girshick et al., 2018], which incorporate object detec-
tion algorithms, have been shown to perform well. On tasks
with large coverage of everyday images and commonsense
knowledge about them, Instagram training has been shown
to perform well [Mahajan et al., 2018; Shuster et al., 2018;
Shuster et al., 2019a].
Given this improved performance across different modal-
ities, a natural next step is methods that combine these ap-
proaches for multimodal tasks involving language and vision.
Several recent approaches have been built with this goal, in-
cluding Vilbert [Lu et al., 2019a], VisualBERT [Li et al.,
2019b], LXMERT [Tan and Bansal, 2019], Unicoder-vl [Li
et al., 2019a], Vl-bert [Su et al., 2019] and UNITER [Chen
et al., 2019]. A common theme is to borrow some of the
pre-training ideas from BERT, but apply them to pre-training
both language and vision, and then fine-tune these models
on downstream tasks. Another recent work multi-tasks 12
vision and language tasks at once [Lu et al., 2019b]. Some-
what differing from our work, the end tasks considered are
not to aimed to build a unified conversational agent where the
output is dialogue, but include any task including language
and vision of some form, for example caption-based image-
retrieval, referring expressions and region to phrase ground-
ing, most of which we do not consider here. Recently, [Shus-
ter et al., 2019b] proposed to multi-task to build a conversa-
tional agent, but using mostly language-only tasks (10 tasks),
although it does include two of the image tasks we consider
here.
4 Methods
Our model is a retrieval architecture that outputs a candidate
response from the training set. Like most multimodal archi-
tectures, it comprises a text encoder, an image encoder, and a
way to combine the two. However, unlike recent models that
use various cross attention mechanisms to get the joint rep-
resentation of the final context, our model simply uses a so-
called multimodal combiner. An extra style encoder is also
added to represent the different style traits inside the Person-
ality Captions and Image Chat tasks, and to differentiate them
from the other tasks. The model finally scores possible out-
put candidates, using either a ranking or a classification head,
depending on the task. An overview of the model architecture
is given in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Overview of our model, in its TransResNet-3AMMC (At-
tentive Multimodal combiner) variant. The non-attentive variant
(TransResNet-MMC) has a single Transformer combiner, instead of
the three split Transformers followed by a weighted sum shown here.
4.1 Text Encoders
We use two text encoders, one for the input context and one
for the output candidates. The output candidate encoder en-
codes the candidate utterances that will be scored, and the
context encoder encodes the text input. Depending on the
task, the context can be the previous dialogue history or a
question posed about the image, or a combination of the two.
Both text encoders are pre-trained Transformers. The final
output of the candidate encoder is a single vector per candi-
date, obtained by taking the mean of the per-token encodings.
For the context encoder we retain the per-token output encod-
ings, thus comprising the same length as the input sequence,
for input into the multimodal combiner. During multimodal
training we fine-tune both text encoders.
4.2 Image Encoder
We consider two possible image encoders in our model. The
first is a ResNeXt-based model trained on 3.5 billion In-
stagram images [Mahajan et al., 2018], which we refer to
as ResNeXt-IG-3.5B. This encodes the image into a 2048-
dimensional vector. The weights are fixed during the sub-
sequent training process. The second is an improved Faster
R-CNN model [Girshick et al., 2018] trained on the Visual
Genome dataset [Krishna et al., 2017]. We fix the network
up to the fc6 layer and fine-tune the fc7 weights as in [Jiang
et al., 2018]. We extract 100 2048-dimensional vectors (100-
channel Faster R-CNN features). In addition to trying these
models independently, we also investigate using both of their
features concatenated together as input to the multimodal
combiner.
4.3 Multimodal Combiner
The Multimodal Combiner (MMC) is used to combine the
encodings from different components of the model. This in-
cludes the 100-channel Faster R-CNN features, the ResNeXt-
IG-3.5B features, the sequence-based context features (which
depend on the text length), and the encoding from the style
encoder. Prior to combination, the individual encodings are
normalized with their own layer-norm layer; each is then fed
into the MMC with a positional embedding to indicate which
feature type it is. The Multimodal Combiner is simply a
Transformer [Vaswani et al., 2017b] encoder without its em-
bedding layer; thus, self-attention is applied to all features
that then go through linear layers. A mean operation is per-
formed in the end to get a single vectorial representation of
the whole multimodal context. This joint representation is
then either used for a dot product with the candidate encod-
ings (for ranking) or sent to an additional linear layer (for
classification), as detailed in Sec. 4.5.
4.4 Attentive Multimodal Combiner
We further propose an Attentive Multimodal Combiner
(AMMC), shown in Fig. 1, where multiple Transformers are
used and then combined through an attention mechanism, po-
tentially allowing them to focus on different skills. We use
the style encoding as the query, forward it to a linear layer of
the same output dimension as the number of Transformers in
the multimodal combiner (i.e., 2 to 4, denoted as 2AMMC,
3AMMC and 4AMMC), followed by a softmax. We hence
use those outputs to perform a weighted sum of the outputs
from all the multimodal Transformers. This attention mech-
anism thus learns which Transformers to rely on more for
which inputs, allowing the model to switch between skills.
4.5 Output Heads and Loss
For tasks like VQA where there is one factually correct an-
swer and many wrong answers, it has been shown that strong
performance can be achieved using a classification head, con-
sidering all the possible most frequent answers as classes, and
using a binary cross entropy loss1. We thus also consider this
approach for VQA. For open-ended problems in which there
may be multiple right answers, e.g. those in Image Chat, we
consider an alternative approach of using a ranking head. In
this approach, the gold label is contrasted with a subsample
of negative candidates during training (chosen as the labels
of other examples in the batch) but still using the binary cross
entropy loss, which scales well to huge candidate sets. We
compare these two methods in this work, and also consider-
ing training both at the same time. We use batch sizes of 256
/ 512 and adam for optimization. For multi-tasking we exper-
imented with various kinds of dataset weighting schemes, but
in the end we went for simplicity and report results of sam-
pling from tasks equally, so that the same number of updates
are done per task in an epoch, which was difficult to improve
upon.
1As used in Pythia [Singh et al., 2019; Singh et al., 2018] (https:
//github.com/facebookresearch/pythia).
5 Experiments
We now describe our experiments, in which we perform anal-
ysis and ablations of the different kinds of modules and inputs
we use for training, and final results on our full architecture.
For all models we choose hyperparameters on the validation
set(s), and report on the test set; for VQA the numbers are
reported on the test-dev set. All experiments were conducted
in ParlAI [Miller et al., 2017], and we plan to make the code
publicly available.
Text Encoding We consider different possible text en-
codings with different pre-training schemes: starting from
random weights before training on our language + vision
tasks; starting from initialized word embeddings from fast-
Text [Joulin et al., 2017] only; starting from BERT weights
[Devlin et al., 2019]; and starting from two versions of
pushshift.io Reddit training, i.e., Transformers with 79M
parameters from [Mazare´ et al., 2018] and 128M param-
eters from [Humeau et al., 2019]. After initialization we
then fine-tune the entire TransResNet-MMC, using ResNeXt-
IG-3.5B image features, on three tasks separately: COCO,
Flickr30k and Image Chat. The results are given in Table 3.
We observe large improvements in accuracy with more
text pre-training, for example on COCO going from 40.7%
with no pre-training to 50.1% with BERT. BERT outperforms
pushshift.io Reddit-128M slightly on COCO and Flickr30k,
whereas pushshift.io Reddit-128M outperforms BERT on Im-
age Chat. We hypothesize this is because the language is
more formal on COCO and Flickr, matching BERT that is
trained with Wikipedia, whereas Image Chat is more collo-
quial, matching pushshift.io Reddit. However, the results are
close and on average pushshift.io Reddit-128M does slightly
better. We thus use the latter in all subsequent experiments2.
Image Encoding We next consider different possible im-
age encodings via different architectures and pre-training
schemes: ResNeXt-IG-3.5B [Mahajan et al., 2018], Faster R-
CNN features [Girshick et al., 2018], and finally a combina-
tion of ResNeXt-IG-3.5B and Faster R-CNN features. After
initialization we then fine-tune the entire TransResNet-MMC
on four tasks: COCO, Flickr30k, Image Chat and VQA. We
evaluate these settings both with single task fine-tuning, and
with multi-task training. The results are given in Table 2.
Faster R-CNN features are superior on VQA, which re-
quires fine-grained localization of objects in order to answer
questions, while ResNeXt-IG-3.5B features are superior on
Flickr30k and Image Chat, which require a wide array of
commonsense knowledge of different scenes. On average
across the tasks (last column), however, they provide simi-
lar performance. As they provide different qualities, they are
a good candidate for combination. We thus provide both as
input to our model and obtain superior single-task results on
COCO, Flickr30k and VQA, with results on Image Chat as
good as with ResNeXt-IG-3.5B and better than with Faster
R-CNN. Multi-tasking performance also improves over pre-
vious results. We thus adopt this combination strategy in sub-
sequent experiments.
2Another choice would have been to combine them, but we did
not do that here.
Image Encoder COCO Flickr30k Image Chat VQA Avg
ResNeXt-IG-3.5B ST 50.7 75.3 56.4 61.9 61.1MT 48.0 77.0 56.2 62.0 60.8
Faster R-CNN ST 49.3 68.2 54.2 66.3 59.5MT 52.1 72.4 53.2 66.3 61.0
ResNeXt-IG-3.5B+ Faster R-CNN ST 57.3 79.7 56.4 67.0 65.1MT 51.2 81.7 55.2 66.4 63.7
Table 2: Comparison between image representations as part of our TransResNet-MMC architecture with either single-task (ST) or multi-task
(MT) training, evaluating on COCO, Flickr30k, Image Chat and VQA, and reporting average (Avg.) performance across the tasks.
Text Encoder COCO Flickr30k Image Chat Avg.
from scratch 40.7 65.5 37.6 48.0
fastText init 44.9 69.0 45.6 53.2
BERT 50.1 72.0 52.1 58.1
Reddit-79M 44.3 68.4 50.3 54.3
Reddit-128M 48.8 71.8 55.2 58.6
Table 3: Comparison between text encoding Transformer pre-
training methods when used as part of TransResNet-MMC, report-
ing accuracy on the respective test sets of three tasks, as well as the
average (Avg.).
Early Stop COCO Fl30k PC IC ICQA VQA
COCO 54.0 83.4 55.0 50.5 43.9 66.1
Fl30k 51.4 83.0 55.9 53.1 47.2 60.3
IC 52.4 81.3 58.8 55.9 51.4 66.5
VQA 53.4 81.9 58.0 54.0 30.6 66.6
Avg. 51.2 81.7 58.0 55.2 49.9 66.4
Table 4: Training TransResNet-MMC on all tasks but only perform-
ing early stopping on one specific dataset compared to stopping on
the average accuracy across all datasets (“Avg.”).
Fine Tune COCO Fl30k PC IC ICQA VQA
COCO 59.6 76.5 34.0 31.8 30.0 58.2
Flickr30k 50.7 84.0 54.2 52.1 47.1 60.8
IC 52.4 81.3 58.8 55.9 51.4 66.5
VQA 36.6 65.6 47.1 38.6 30.7 66.2
All 51.2 81.7 58.0 55.2 49.9 66.4
Table 5: Training TransResNet-MMC on all tasks and then fine-
tuning on each of the tasks, compared to the original best performing
multi-task model (called “All”).
VQA Model training class. head ranking head
Classification head 67.0 n/a
Ranking head n/a 54.0
Multi-head training 66.1 63.5
Table 6: Training VQA with either a classification head, a ranking
head, or multi-tasking both. Multi-tasking both helps the ranking
head improve.
COCO Fl30k IC
ResNeXt-IG-3.5B w/o MMC 48.8 71.8 55.2with MMC 50.7 75.3 56.6
ResNeXt-IG-3.5B w/o MMC 53.6 75.6 46.9
+ Faster R-CNN with MMC 57.3 79.7 56.4
Table 7: Comparison of with and without (w/o) the multimodal com-
biner (MMC) as part of our TransResNet architecture, for COCO,
Flickr30k (Fl30k) and Image Chat (IC), using either ResNeXt-IG-
3.5B (ResNeXt-IG) features alone or in combination with Faster R-
CNN features. The MMC provides gains in all cases.
Multimodal Combiner We next assess the impact of the
multimodal combiner module in our architecture; we first an-
alyze the non-attentive version. We consider either using it,
or replacing it with a simple sum over feature type represen-
tations, see Section 4.3. We compare these alternatives on
three tasks: COCO, Flickr30k and Image Chat, and exam-
ine performance both for our best performing combination
features as well as for ResNeXt-IG-3.5B alone. The results
are given in Table 7. We see that without this component of
the architecture, the model can still give somewhat reason-
able performance. However, by combining modalities with a
Transformer architecture we do see improvements across all
tasks. The MMC module takes as input a sequence-based rep-
resentation of the context history (token-level representation).
We also experimented with giving the mean sequence repre-
sentation as input to the MMC instead, which gave worse re-
sults (5% regression on IC). We thus report subsequent exper-
iments using the full combiner using sequence-based inputs.
Freezing versus Fine-Tuning Encoders We compare the
performance of our models when either freezing the image
and text encoders after pre-training, or fine-tuning them in
addition to the multimodal combiner of the language and vi-
sion tasks. If they are frozen, only the multimodal combiner
is trained. Table 8 presents the results, comparing multi-
task performance across several of our tasks. There are clear
wins from fine-tuning the encoders on the multimodal train-
ing data.
Ranking vs. Classification Head We compare the perfor-
mance of training VQA with the classification and ranking
heads, or training both at the same time. The results are
shown in Table 6.
Training with a classification head alone (first row) pro-
vides the best performance on VQA. However, transfer to
COCO Fl30k PC IC ICQA VQA
Freeze 27.9 57.2 40.6 40.6 37.6 64.5
Fine-tune 51.2 81.7 58.0 55.2 49.9 66.4
Table 8: Training TransResNet-MMC on all tasks with freezing or
not the text and image encoders.
other tasks, shown by evaluating them using the ranking head,
gives poor results, understandably as that has not been trained
for (see Table 10, row 4). Using a ranking head to train VQA
gives far worse performance on VQA. We attribute this to
the subsampling of negative candidates in the loss function,
rather than considering ∼3k possible candidates at once in
the classification head. The last row of Table 6 shows the per-
formance of training both heads at once, and then evaluating
the two heads. This dramatically improves the performance
of the ranking head on VQA, as the classification head helps
the model attain good weights.
Single Task Results Using our best approach, we now re-
port final results fine-tuned on each task independently. The
results are given in Table 10. We report results across all
evaluation sets for a given training target. E.g., the first row
shows the model performance when training with COCO,
evaluated on the test sets of COCO, Flickr30k, Personality
Captions, Image Chat, Image Chat QA, VQA, IGCQ, IGCQA
and VQA. As expected, we observe better results on the test
set of the task being trained on than on other test sets. How-
ever, there is some transfer between some of the tasks. For
example, training on COCO gives non-trivial performance on
Flickr30k, and vice-versa, although Flickr30k training helps
less, probably due to its smaller size.
Multi-Task Results Results of our Multi-Task models are
given in Table 10, last four rows. We first assess the per-
formance of the MMC MT model (without an attentive mul-
timodal combiner). We achieve marginally superior perfor-
mance on Personality Captions and Flickr30k, and marginally
inferior performance on the other tasks compared to our best
single-task (ST) models, but in a single conversational agent.
The final column showing average performance across tasks
makes this point clear, as those numbers are vastly superior
for the multi-task models. Like our single-task counterparts,
many of these results are still well above previous state of the
art, e.g. on Personality Captions and Image Chat, and within
range of the state of the art on COCO and Flickr30k.
Multi-Task Results with Attentive Multimodal Combiner
We next assess the effect of Multi-Task training with multi-
ple Transformers in the multimodal combiner (2, 3 or 4 in-
stead of the single Transformer in our base architecture). The
bottom four rows in Table 10 show that using the attentive
multimodal combiner leads to improvements in average per-
formance over all tasks, with 2AMMC achieving the best re-
sults on PC and IC tasks of all methods, and 3AMMC being
slightly better on average. Note that the early stopping cri-
terion for these experiments is the average performance over
all tasks, which leads to performance gains shifting between
tasks among architectures, while the average itself is con-
trolled. This could be altered by selecting a different stop-
ping criterion, as detailed further below and in Table 4. Ta-
ble 11 breaks down the performance obtained on all tasks by
each of the Transformers in the 3AMMC. There are striking
differences between the tasks as to how performance is split
among the three MMCs: on VQA, MMC-1 and MMC-2 have
near 0 performance while MMC-3 performs as well as the full
system, but this comes at the expense of much worse perfor-
mance on all the conversational tasks compared to MMC-1
and MMC-2. On PC, MMC-1 performs nearly as well as
the full system and much better than MMC-2 and MMC-3.
The overall best performance on all other tasks requires com-
bining all three MMCs. To see if the performance gains of
AMMC come just from the network being larger, we com-
pare to MMC modules with more layers up to an equivalent
size, see Table 12. The results show that making standard
MMC larger only hurts performance. Increasing the number
of MMC heads similarly degrades performance (results not
shown). These results highlight the benefits of the AMMC
design.
Multi-Tasking Small vs. Large Tasks The tasks we do
see a performance gain in when multi-tasking, Flickr30k and
Personality-Captions, tend to be smaller tasks where there is
a larger related task also in the multi-tasking set, in this case
COCO and Image Chat. To investigate the effects of train-
ing set size on multi-tasking transfer we thus conducted ex-
periments to see if we observe the same effects of improve-
ment on another dataset if we downsampled it. We thus con-
sider adjusting the training set size of COCO to be the same
size as Flickr30k, and then consider multiples of that size,
and observe the change in performance with changing size.
We compare single-task training on that subset to multi-task
training with all other tasks and that subset. For these ex-
periments we considered a smaller hyperparameter sweep for
simplicity, with a multimodal combiner of 2 layers and sweep
across different number of heads for the multi-head attention,
explaining the slightly lower results. We perform early stop-
ping on COCO. The results are given in Table 14. We observe
for single-task training a drop from 54% accuracy to 42.1% as
we go from 83k examples down to 29k. Multi-tasking with
the full COCO dataset also yields the same 54% accuracy,
which makes it appear that multi-tasking is not useful for gen-
eralization. However, subsampling COCO reveals a different
story – the smaller the training set, the more the multi-tasking
helps, with a gap of 42.1% to 49.3% in the 29k training exam-
ple case. As researchers who construct new tasks often collect
large scale datasets, this means multi-tasking will often have
less effect than is observed in a few-shot setup.
Multi-Tasking + Single-Task Fine-Tuning While our goal
is to make a single agent that is good at all our tasks, we also
investigate if multi-tasking can help improve performance on
a single task, by either multi-tasking and early stopping on
a particular task, or multi-tasking and then fine-tuning on a
particular task.
Early stopping test results are shown in Table 4. We re-
port for each task out of COCO, Flickr30k, Image Chat and
VQA the performance on the test set of that task itself, as well
as transfer performance to the other tasks. These results can
be compared to the results of optimizing multi-task perfor-
Model Training data COCO Flickr30k PC IC ICQA IGCQ IGCQA VQA
Existing
Models
SCAN [Lee et al., 2018] 50.4* 67.4 - - - - - -
SCG [Shi et al., 2019] 56.6* 71.8 - - - - - -
Unicoder-VL [Li et al., 2019a] 62.3* 86.2 - - - - - -
Unicoder-VL w/o pre-training - 73.0 - - - - - -
UNITER Base 63.3* 84.7 - - - - - 72.3*
UNITER Large 66.6* 88.2 - - - - - 73.2*
HDC [Nguyen and Okatani, 2019] 42.2 71.6 - - - - - 69.3*
VisualBERT (ST) [Li et al., 2019b] - - - - - - - 70.8 *
VisualBERT (ST) w/o pre-training - - - - - - - 70.2 *
ViLBERT (ST) [Lu et al., 2019a] - - - - - - - 70.6*
ViLBERT (ST) w/o pre-training - - - - - - - 69.0*
Pythia [Jiang et al., 2018]3 - - - - - - - 66.7
Pythia 3 - - - - - - - 69.2*
ViLBERT (MT) [Lu et al., 2019c] - - - - - - - 72.6*
ViLBERT (MT + FT) - - - - - - - 73.2*
TransResNet [Shuster et al., 2018] 44.3* 68.4 53.5 50.3 49.2 21.7 22.4 -
Table 9: Previous state-of-the-art results. * indicates results achieved by training with some or all of the validation set added to the train set,
whereas we only train on the train set. Note that the results in this table correspond to a different model for each column, as the architectures
are fine-tuned on each task separately rather than training a single architecture in a multi-task way. The ViLBERT (MT) model is a multi-task
model, but uses image retrieval settings on COCO and Flickr30k that are not comparable to the results presented here. The Pythia models on
rows 9 and 10 are the same except they are trained with the VQA train set and VQA train + valid set respectively, thus we list both numbers.
Arch. Training data COCO Flickr30k PC IC ICQA IGCQ IGCQA VQA Avg
MMC ST COCO 57.2 69.4 24.0 16.5 13.1 13.4 10.3 0.3 25.5
MMC ST Flickr30k 27.7 79.7 23.0 16.3 13.8 15.8 12.2 0.2 23.6
MMC ST IC 20.0 40.5 57.3 56.3 55.2 35.8 43.3 0.4 38.6
MMC ST VQA 0.0 0.3 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.6 1.9 67.0 9.3
MMC MT + FT 59.6 84.0 58.8 55.9 51.4 30.2 41.1 66.5 56.0
MMC MT 51.2 81.7 58.0 55.2 49.9 25.7 38.4 66.4 53.3
2AMMC MT 54.2 82.0 59.5 56.9 52.3 28.1 38.1 65.6 54.6
3AMMC MT 52.7 82.9 58.5 56.1 52.4 31.4 39.8 66.9 55.1
4AMMC MT 53.2 81.8 58.7 56.2 54.5 31.8 35.8 65.9 54.8
Table 10: Multi-tasking test results of our models. The first four rows show the transfer performance of our TransResNet-MMC model trained
on a single task (ST), indicated in the Training data column. The fifth row shows a multi-task model which is then fine-tuned (MT+FT) on
each single task separately (each column corresponds to a separate model, we hence report average performance in gray italics). The bottom
four rows compare performance of single multi-task models with different types of multimodal combiners. The multi-task performance is
close to single-task performance, and in some cases better across several tasks. The attentive multimodal combiner (AMMC) obtains the best
overall average performance.
Arch. COCO Flickr30k PC IC ICQA IGCQ IGCQA VQA Avg
3AMMC (MMC-1) MT 24.7 61.6 48.9 45.1 27.8 24.0 22.1 1.1 32.0
3AMMC (MMC-2) MT 31.1 50.6 19.5 26.0 27.8 27.4 33.5 0.0 27.0
3AMMC (MMC-3) MT 31.0 61.9 21.3 13.0 9.5 8.9 13.0 66.9 28.2
Table 11: Results on each dataset when we evaluate our 3AMMC model by only taking a single MMC output as the context representation.
The first MMC alone already gives good performance on PC and IC, and the third on VQA. All three are needed for some of the tasks.
MMC Arch. (Compare to) COCO Flickr30k PC IC ICQA IGCQ IGCQA VQA Avg
4 Layers (2 AMMC) MT 51.4 81.0 56.0 53.3 48.5 29.1 39.9 66.7 53.3
6 Layers (3 AMMC) MT 48.6 78.1 57.1 53.4 49.7 30.8 36.8 66.1 52.6
8 Layers (4 AMMC) MT 35.6 65.6 36.2 33.6 31.8 26.6 26.8 59.0 39.4
Table 12: Test results when we train our MMC models with varying numbers of layers, which we compare to our AMMC model sizes.
Increasing the number of MMC layers only hurts performance.
Image Output
Task Coco
TransResNet MMC there is a broken tree log on the ground
Task Coco
TransResNet MMC A large grass covered field under a mountain.
Task Flickr30k
TransResNet MMC A chaparral landscape scene void of human residence.
Task Flickr30k
TransResNet MMC A plane flying sideways.
Task VQA
Context What is the color of the mountain?
TransResNet MMC gray
Task VQA
Context Does it appear to be rainy?
TransResNet MMC no
Task Personality Captions (Style: Happy)
TransResNet MMC Wow what a beautiful and perfect shade of pink and red! I am so captivated!
Task Personality Captions (Style: Attractive)
TransResNet MMC Wow I would love for someone to create this setting in the sand for me.
Task Image Chat (Style: Compassionate)
Context Round 1: Something about the pattern calms me.
TransResNet MMC The architecture calms you.
Task Image Chat (Style: Emotional)
Context Round 1: Airplanes are scary to get on, you never know if it will crash or not.
Round 2: But these are professional pilots though.
TransResNet MMC They are, and for many people they mean a lot. My grandfather loved planes!
Table 13: Example output from our TransResNet MMC multi-task model for different tasks.
mance in the last row ”Avg.”, see also Table 10 (sixth row).
There are clear gains for each task that is early stopped, but at
large expense for the other tasks. For example fine-tuning on
COCO gives 54.0% compared to 51.2% when multi-tasking,
but is still worse than the 57.2% when training as a single-
task. Transfer to Flickr30k is still good, likely as they are sim-
ilar tasks, but Image Chat results are then poor. On Flickr, the
early stopping result of 83.0% is superior to both the multi-
task result of 81.7% and the single-task result of 79.7%. This
can be explained by Flickr30k being smaller than COCO, and
thus benefiting from multi-tasking more, as we explained in
the previous section.
Multi-tasking followed by single task fine-tuning test re-
sults are shown in Table 5 (also summarized in Table 10).
Generally, these are superior to the multi-tasking per-task
early stopping results. For example fine-tuning on COCO
gives 59.6% compared to 54.0% when multi-tasking and
early stopping, or even 57.2% when training as a single-task,
COCO Train Size Multi-Task Single-Task
1.0x Flickr30k (29000) 49.3 42.1
1.5x Flickr30k (43500) 51.6 50.3
2.0x Flickr30k (58000) 53.7 51.9
2.5x Flickr30k (72500) 53.8 53.6
Full Size (82783) 54.0 54.0
Table 14: Accuracy on COCO test set when downsampling COCO
during training to the same size as the Flickr30k training set, or
multiples thereof. Smaller training sets are clearly helped by multi-
tasking. Eventually there is enough data of the single task.
so it is the best result we obtain over all methods. We also
achieve our best results in this fashion on Flickr30k. For
VQA the validation results were higher (not shown) in this
setting, but resulted in slightly inferior test numbers, so a
small amount of overfitting occurs.
Comparison to Existing Results We give results from pre-
vious work in Table 9. Our results compare favorably on the
conversational tasks, i.e. PC, IC, ICQA, IGCQ and IGCQA.
For the COCO, Flickr30k and VQA tasks, our results are
within range of the state of the art, but are surpassed by some
of the methods. We note that on COCO others used the vali-
dation set for training whereas we did not (see Sec. 2.3, we do
not want multi-task experiment train and valid data to over-
lap). For VQA we report the number from Pythia3 as a com-
parison point, as that method uses the train set only without
VQA data augmentation from the Visual Genome, VisDial
or other data augmentations (similar to us) and we used their
setup as a starting point for our implementation. Our numer-
ical results are comparable to theirs.
Larger-Scale Cross-Module Pre-training Some of the
best-performing methods on a subset of tasks rely on large-
scale cross-module pre-training [Chen et al., 2019; Li et
al., 2019a; Lu et al., 2019a], which leads to better perfor-
mance but requires gigantic multimodal datasets like Con-
ceptual Captions [Sharma et al., 2018] or Visual Genome
[Krishna et al., 2017], as shown in Table 15, as well as
high computing resources (e.g., 882 and 3645 V100 GPU
hours for UNITER-base and UNITER-large, respectively).
Pre-training on COCO alone as done in [Li et al., 2019b]
gives more limited improvement (see Table 9). Our approach
combines vision and text encoders with minimal additional
multimodal training resources required. Even counting all
the multi-task datasets used for training adds up to only 1M
image-sentence (I-S) pairs, resulting in training that takes
around 40 V100 GPU hours. We expect larger-scale cross-
module pre-training would also improve the performance of
our models, but this is beyond the scope of this work.
Example Predictions We show example predictions of our
MMC multi-task model in Table 13. We take test images, and
for COCO, Flickr30k, Personality Captions and Image Chat
we show the top ranked candidate using the ranking head,
ranking all utterances from the given training set. For VQA
3https://learnpythia.readthedocs.io/en/latest/tutorials/
pretrained models.html#pretrained-models
Model Dataset Size (I-S Pair)
UNITER COCO,VG,CC,SBUC 9.6 M
ViLBERT CC 3.0 M
Unicoder-VL CC, SBUC 3.8 M
Table 15: Sizes of multimodal pre-training datasets in terms of
image-sentence pairs. Our model obtains comparable results on all
tasks without any cross-module pre-training on large datasets such
as Visual Genome (VG), Conceptual Captions (CC), or SBU Cap-
tions (SBUC). Thus, multi-tasking can be viewed as a strong alter-
native to large-scale pre-trainining, considering its simplicity and
effectiveness in terms of computation power.
we show the output of the classification head. We observe
that the same underlying model can produce a diverse range
of outputs depending on the task, ranging from factual cap-
tioning to conversations grounded on the image.
6 Conclusion
In order to build an image-grounded conversational agent, we
have assembled disparate multimodal tasks and built a sin-
gle architecture for multi-task training on them, incorporating
a novel attentive multimodal combination module. Through
detailed analysis and ablations, we have shown that our ap-
proach can obtain strong performance across a number of
tasks. Future work could investigate further how these skills
are blended during interaction, rather than evaluate them as
stand-alone tasks, and consider more tasks.
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